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4.. Improving Aircraft Rotation Estimates 

4.1.. Introductio n 

Thee aspect angle at which an aircraft is observed heavily influences range profile 
measurements.. The effects of speckle, rotational range migration and occlusion 
(ass was discussed in chapter 2) are the cause of significant range profile variabil-
ityy over both small (less than one degree) and large (tens of degrees) changes 
inn aspect angle. Therefore, knowledge about the aspect angle at which a range 
profilee is obtained can significantly increase classification accuracy. Further-
more,, information on aspect angles also benefit many HRR signal processing 
techniques. . 

Aspectt angles of aircraft can either be measured using onboard equipment, 
orr they can be estimated using tracking data [23]. Onboard equipment is only 
availablee in controlled experiments, and so for the purpose of non-cooperative 
aircraftt classification estimating aspect angles from tracking data is the only 
sourcee of aspect angle information. 

Somee research reported in the literature treat aspect angle estimation as an 
integrall  part of the classification task. In these approaches, the task of the 
classifierr is to provide a joint estimate of class label and aspect angle [46, 47, 
48].. Such approaches are useful if no a priori information on aspect angle is 
available.. This chapter assumes that aspect angle estimates from tracking data 
aree available, as is the case for the ORFEO data set described in chapter 2. 

Aspectt angle estimates from tracking data suffer from both systematic and 
randomm errors (see chapter 2). The goal of this chapter is to improve the ac-
curacyy of aspect angle estimates by applying a filter to a combination of the 
originall  estimates and phase information extracted from radar measurements. 

AA simple point scatter model of radar scattering provides the basis for the 
filter.. Section 4.2 shows that a simple linear relationship exists between the 
phasee of a point scatterer and the aircraft rotation. This linear relationship is 
thenn used in section 4.3 to construct a filter for aircraft rotations. 

Thee derivation of the filter assumes that the phase of a number of point scat-
teredd is extracted from a leg of range profiles. Section 4.4 develops the feature 
extractionn algorithm necessary to extract these phase from the measurements. 

Sectionn 4.5 describes the experiments performed to evaluate the improve-
mentt of aircraft rotation estimates. Unfortunately, since no onboard equip-
mentt was present on the aircraft measured in the ORFEO campaign, the set 
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off  available measured range profiles available for this thesis can not be used 
forr evaluating the performance of the filter. Instead, the experiments are per-
formedd on simulated range profiles. Artificiall y generated measurement noise 
wass added to the range profiles so that they more closely resemble measured 
rangee profiles. 

Finally,, section 4.6 discusses the experimental results, followed by the con-
clusionss in section 4.7. 

4.2.. Phase Respons e of a Point Scattere r 

Sectionn 2.3 defined a range profile as the squared amplitude of the complex-
valuedd radar return g. This transformation discards all phase information in g, 
soo only information on the distribution of scattering centres in slant range is 
retained.. However, the phase of g does contain information. 

Sectionn 2.3 showed that the elements gi of the radar return of a point scat-
terer,, located at some position x in the aircraft-fixed coordinate system and 
observedd at aspect angle 0, are given by 

di=A\^—^di=A\^— F̂F)expi<t>i(0)expi<t>i(0ttx)x)11 (4.1) 
\ s i nZTT/ / 

wheree V, ƒ and (pi are defined as 

<M0,x)) = < f>?-^£r (0 ,x ) , (4.2) 

2.R 2.R 
I'I'  = I r (0,x), (4.3) 

c c 
f=fof=fo + | l A / , (4.4) 

Notee that the phase <f>i(0,x) in equation (4.2) is defined relative to the phase of 
thee origin of the aircraft-fixed coordinate system, which is assumed to be zero. 

Equationn (2.6) denned a linear approximation of slant range as a function of 
aspectt angle as 

r(0r(0 + A0,x) a r(0,x) + rl  &0a + r{  A0e, (4.6) 

wheree the cross ranges r*  and r[  are defined in (2.7). Combining (4.2) and (4.6) 
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showss that the derivative of the phase to 0a and 6e is respectively given by 

^ < M * , x )) = - ^ , (4.7) 

dd 0i ( 0,x ) = - ^ r * . (4.8) 
d0 d0 

Notee that (4.7) and (4.8) only hold when the point scatterer remains within the 
rangee bin I. If rotational range migration causes the scatterer to move from 
rangee bin I to range bin I + 1, a phase jump of size nL/(L + 1) occurs due 
too (4.5). 

Forr the remainder of this chapter it is assumed that the direction of the rota-
tionn vector of the aircraft is constant, or equivalently, that the plane of rotation 
iss constant. Let a denote the angle of rotation in this plane with respect to an 
initiall  aspect angle 0Q. The corresponding generic cross range r  is defined as 

r  - - j S - r r M a ) , (4.9) 

andd so a linear approximation around 0o of the phase as a function of the 
rotationn « is given by 

47TT ƒ 
<t>i(a)<t>i(a)  = <f>i(0 o) - r « . (4.10) 

c c 
Equationn (4.10) provides the theoretical basis for the filter for aicraft rotations, 
whichh will be derived in the next section. 

4.3.. Filte r Overvie w 

Chapterr 2 defined the concept of a leg: a sequence of N successive HRR mea-
surementss obtained by repeatedly transmitting the full waveform. Let gn, n = 
11 N denote the measured radar returns, i.e. the Fourier transforms of 
thee coherent responses after windowing and zero-padding. The corresponding 
rangee profiles are denoted by yn. 

Duringg the measurement of the leg, the aspect angle at which the aircraft 
iss observed will in general change due to motions of the aircraft. If the total 
durationn of the measurement is short, it can be assumed that the aircraft plane 
off  rotation is constant. Let ofn, denote the angle of rotation of the aircraft in 
thiss plane, measured with respect to some initial aspect angle 0o-

Forr the moment assume that the radar returns gn contain the contributions 
off  a total of M point scatterers. Let 4>nm denote the phase of the rath point 
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scattererr in the nth profile. It is assumed that the measurements <pnm are 
correctedd for the effects of rotational range migration, and so the subscript I is 
nott used from now on. Details of the signal processing involved in extracting 
phasee measurements from the leg and correcting the phases are provided in 
sectionn 4.4. Under the stated assumptions it follows from equation (4.10) that, 
forr small values of a, the phases </>nm are related to the rotations an by 

<t>nm=<t>nm=  <Pm(Oo) + PmOin, (4.11) 

wheree pm = -4nfr m/c, and r m is the generic cross range of the rath scat-
tererr as defined in (4.9). 

Bothh the rotations «„  and the phases (pnm are subject to measurement noise, 
andd so the linear relationship (4.11) will not hold exactly. The remainder of this 
sectionn defines a filter for both the rotation and phase measurements, which 
findss new estimates of both the rotations an and the phases 4>nm such that 
theirr linear dependency holds as close as possible. 

Lett <J2 and <x| denote the error on rotation and phase measurements re-
spectively.. The filter provides new estimates an and j> nm, which minimise a 
chi-squaree function defined as 

22 _ V" ƒ (<Xn ~ <^n) V" ( 0 nm ~ 'Prim) \ {A A7\ 

nn \ °H m a4> } 

subjectt to the linearity condition (4.11). 
Thee filter operates as follows. First, the rotations an and phases <pnm are 

usedd to construct a design matrix A, 

AA = 

ailaailaaa a2/aa ... aN/aa ' 
</>ll/0>> 021 /0\/> ... 4>N\ICT^ 

(4.13) ) 

Thenn the column mean is subtracted from A to construct a zero-mean matrix 
denotedd by A0. The columns of Ao are not independent, but instead are all 
relatedd through (4.11). The matrix columns, when interpreted as vectors in a 
MM + 1 dimensional vector space, span a subspace in that vector space. If no 
measurementt noise were present, Ao would be of rank one, and the subspace 
spannedd by the columns of Ao would be one-dimensional (i.e. a line). However, 
thee measurement error on both an and </>nm causes the rank of Ao to be larger 
thann one. The task of the filter is to approximate Ao with a matrix Ao of exactly 
rankk one. 

Thee optimal approximation Ao of rank one of Ao can be found using the 
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Singularr Value Decomposition (SVD) [44] as follows. First, the SVD of Ao is 
computed, , 

A00 = USVT. (4.14) 

Thee matrix S is diagonal, and the elements on the diagonal are the singular 
valuess Aj of A. The matrices U and V are both orthogonal in the sense that their 
columnss Uj and v, are orthonormal, 

Ui-UjUi-Uj  = öij, (4.15) 
Vi-VjVi-Vj = öij. (4.16) 

Fromm the matrices U, S and V the elements of the rank one matrix Ao are defined 
as s 

(A0)nmm = AiUnlVlm - (4.17) 

Finally,, the column mean of A is added to each column of Ao to construct the 
matrixx A 

«l/0"„„  Öi2Icra - «N/Ca 

AA = (4.18) ) 

whosee elements are the projections of the columns of A on the one-dimensional 
subb space spanned by the columns of Ao. It can be shown that the resulting 
elementss of A minimise the chi-squared function defined in (4.12). 

4.4.. Feature Extraction 

Thee previous section described a filter for combined rotation and phase mea-
surements.. This section describes the procedure used for extracting the neces-
saryy phase measurements 4>nm from a leg of radar returns gn,n= 1 N. 

Thee radar returns contain the contribution of several distinct scatterers, which 
showw up as amplitude peaks of gn, or equivalently of the corresponding range 
profiless y„  (see chapter 2). Section 4.4.1 describes a method for extracting peak 
locationss and corresponding phases from the radar returns gn. 

Thee next task of the feature extraction process is to decide which of the ex-
tractedd peaks originate from a single scatterer. Figure 4.1(a) shows a leg of 
rangee profiles. In the figure several distinct tracks can be observed, where each 
trackk consists of a series of amplitude peaks caused by a single scatterer. There-
fore,, the task of assigning peaks to scatterers is essentially a tracking problem, 
wheree the features to track are the set of significant peaks and corresponding 
phasess in the profiles in the leg. Section 4.4.2 describes the tracking algorithm 
usedd in this chapter. 
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Thee final task of the feature extraction process is to correct the phase mea-
surementss for the effects of both translational and rotational range migration, 
whichh is discussed in section 4.4.3. 

4.4.1.. Peak Detection 

Amplitudee peaks will be extracted from range profiles yn, whose range bins 
containn the squared magnitudes of the corresponding range bins in gn (as dis-
cussedd in section 2.3). First, all range bins containing local maxima of yn are 
detected.. Let Kn denote the total number of maxima in yn. For each maximum, 
itss slant range rnk and amplitude ank, k = l,...,Knis estimated with sub-bin 
precisionn by fitting quadratic polynomial to the amplitudes of the range bin 
containingg the maximum and the two adjoining range bins on both sides. Then, 
thee same five range bins are used to estimate the phase <pnk of gn at slant range 
rnfee using a linear interpolation of the phases of the five range bins in gn. It is 
assumedd that the range bins of gn are aligned internally, for instance using 
maximumm correlation as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Duee to measurement noise, some of the extracted peaks are not caused by 
scattering,, but are caused by the noise process. Therefore, in the next step of 
thee feature extraction process, the mean amplitude of the noise process will 
bee estimated, and only peaks whose amplitude is significantly higher than the 
noisee level will be retained. 

Thee longest aircraft used in this thesis {the Boeing 747) is about 70 metres 
long,, while the unambiguous range interval Ru is about 107 metres. Therefore, 
aa section of at least 30 metres in each range profile yn does not contain radar 
returnss from the aircraft, i.e., it only contains noise. A simple heuristic to locate 
thiss section is to define it as that consecutive region of 20 metres length with 
thee lowest average energy. The noise level n is estimated as the mean amplitude 
inn this section of y„ . 

Finally,, only peaks with a signal-to-noise ratio SNR(anfe,^). defined as 

SNR(aSNR(anknk,v),v) = l O l o g ^ , (4.19) 

abovee an a priori defined threshold are retained and used for subsequent pro-
cessing. . 

4.4.2.. Peak Tracking 

Thee next task is to decide which peaks (rnfe, ank) in the remaining set originate 
fromm the same scatterer. As discussed before, this is essentially a tracking 
problem. . 
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Manyy different tracking algorithms have been reported in literature, each with 
itss own advantages and disadvantages. For the work presented in this chapter 
aa tracking algorithm originally reported in [49] is used. The main advantage of 
thiss tracking algorithm is that it by construction provides a one-to-one corre-
spondencee between peaks rn and rM+i in successive profiles. 

Thee tracking algorithm establishes correspondences between the detected 
peakss in each possible pair of successive profiles n and n + 1. It operates 
solelyy on the set of distances between the slant ranges rnk and r(n+i)k of the 
peakss in two successive profiles - the amplitudes ank are not used for tracking. 

Att the start of the algorithm, for each pair of successive range profiles y„  and 
y n +i ,, a Kn x Kn+\ proximity matrix M is constructed. The elements of M are 
definedd as 

dd2 2 

mkff = e x p - — ,̂ for k= l , . . . ,*:n and I = 1 Kn+i, (4.20) 
2cr2crd d 

wheree dki = \rnk - ^(n+Dil is the distance in slant range between the peak 
locationss rnit and r^n+i)i-  The variance crj is a free parameter of the algorithm. 

Thee goal of the algorithm is to find a so-called pairing matrix P, which min-
imises s 

tracePrGG = XX Pnmmki. (4.21) 
itt  i 

Too construct the pairing matrix P, first the singular value decomposition of M, 

MM = USVT, (4.22) 

iss calculated. Then, a diagonal matrix S' is constructed by replacing the diagonal 
elementss of S with the value 1. In [49] it is shown that the paring matrix P, 
definedd by 

PP = US'V, (4.23) 

minimizess (4.21). 
Thee elements Pki of P are a measure of the likelihood that the peak at rnk 

andd the peak at r(n+\)i  belong to the same track. Therefore, if Pki is both a 
roww and a column maximum of P, the peaks rnk and r<n+i){  are assigned to the 
samee track. Since the rows of P are orthonormal, the assignments of peaks to 
trackss is one-to-one. Figure 4.1(b) shows an example of the tracks found by this 
algorithmm from the leg of range profiles shown in figure 4.1(a). 

Althoughh this tracking algorithm works well for our purposes, some post-
processingg of the established tracks is still required. First of all, to be useful 
forr the filter described in the previous section, all tracks should be of length 
N,N, i.e., a track should be present in the complete leg. This is essentially a 
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(b)) Tracks detected from the leg. 

Figuree 4.1: Example of the output of the peak tracker. 

missingmissing data problem. Although one could try to use interpolation techniques 
too artificially produce full-length tracks, in this chapter tracks of insufficient 
lengthh are simply removed from the set. 

Anotherr problem is that sometimes large 'jumps' in slant range can be ob-
servedd in a number of tracks. This is a results of the fact that the algorithm 
searchess for one-to-one correspondences - after identifying the most probable 
matches,, the last remaining possible match has to be assumed correct, no mat-
terr how unlikely. Therefore, tracks which exhibit slant range jumps larger than 
ann a priori defined threshold are also removed from the set. 

Thee final output of the complete tracking algorithm is a set of M tracks of 
peakk locations rnm, and corresponding (uncorrected) phases 4>nm 

4.4.3.. Phase Estimation 

Thee final step of the feature extraction process is to correct the previously ex-
tractedd phases 4>nm for the effects of translational and rotational range migra-
tion. . 

Sectionn 4.2 assumed that the origin of the aircraft-fixed coordinate system is 
alwayss observed in a range profile at zero slant range and with (by definition) 
zeroo phase. However, translational range migration causes the origin of the 
aircraftt fixed coordinate system to appear at essentially random slant ranges in 
thee different profiles in the leg. Although it has been assumed that the range 
binss of the gn are aligned with respect to each other, the extracted phases still 
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needd to be corrected for the effects of TRM. 
Inn section 2.2 it was noted that the origin of the aircraft-fixed coordinate 

systemm is fixed but arbitrary. The simplest method for correcting the phase 
measurementss for the effects of TRM is therefore to choose one single track, 
sayy m = 1, from the set of detected tracks, and to place the origin of the 
aircraft-fixedd coordinate system at the position of the corresponding scatterer. 
Then,, each phase measurement 4>nm can be corrected for TRM through 

4>nm4>nm — 4>nm - 4>nl, (4.24) 

VnmVnm ~~*  Ynm ~ fnl- (4.25) 

Afterr this transformation, all phase measurements <pnm are now relative to the 
originn of the aircraft-fixed coordinate system. 

Next,, the phase measurements need to be corrected for the effects of rota-
tionall  range migration. Section 4.2 showed that a phase jump of nL/(L + 1) 
occurss if a point scatterer moves from range bin I to range bin I + 1. Fortu-
nately,, rotational range migration can easily be detected from the slant range 
measurementss rnm, and so correcting the phase measurements #nm is trivial. 

4.5.. Experiment s 

Thiss section describes the experiments performed to test the performance of 
thee filter for aircraft rotations described in this chapter. 

Too evaluate the performance of the filter, i.e., the increase in quality of aircraft 
rotationn estimates, the true values of the rotations need to be known. Unfor-
tunately,, all HRR measurements in the ORFEO measurement campaign were ob-
tainedd from targets of opportunity, and so no onboard equipment was available 
too provide a ground truth on aspect angles and the corresponding rotations. 
Therefore,, the ORFEO data can not be used for testing the filter. Instead, the 
filterr will be tested on simulated profiles, obtained using the RAPPORT software 
packagee discussed in section 2.6. 

Sectionn 4.5.1 discusses the data set used for the experiments. To test the 
filterr figure 2.4 under more or less realistic conditions, artificially generated 
noisee will be added to both the simulated measurements and the true aspect 
angle.. Section 4.5 discusses the actual experiments performed. 

4.5.1.. Data Descriptio n 

Thee data used for the experiments consist of simulated legs of HRR measure-
mentss of the five aircraft shown in figure 2.4. Simulations were performed for 
eachh aircraft at the aspect angles shown in figure 4.2. 
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Figuree 4.2: The aspect angles of HRR measurements in the test set for each class. The 
numberss following the aircraft type are the number of measurements in each leg. 

Fromm the legs shown in figure 4.2 sub-legs containing 20 measurements each 
weree constructed as follows. Let c = 1,...,C denote the class label of each 
aircraft.. For each class c, the first sub-leg contained the first 20 measurements 
inn the leg. The second and subsequent sub-legs contained the 19 last measure-
mentss of the previous sub-leg and the next measurement in the whole leg. The 
totall  number of sub-legs for each class is denoted by Nc. 

Recalll  that a single HRR measurement consists of a set of coherent responses 
GG measured in the frequency domain (see chapter 2). To simulate the effects 
off  measurement noise, artificial complex-valued Gaussian noise to the coherent 
responsess in each sub-leg. The standard deviation CTQ of the Gaussian noise is 
definedd in terms of a signal-to-noise ratio defined as 

SNR(o-G)) = 20 log — , (4.26) 
O~G O~G 

wheree |G| denotes the average absolute value of the elements of G. After mea-
surementt noise has been added to the coherent responses, the effects of TRM 
weree simulated by multiplying each set of coherent responses with a random 
phasee shift. 

Then,, the resulting coherent responses were Hamming weighted and zero-
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paddedd to 1024 elements. Finally, an IDFT was performed to produce the radar 
returnss g in the time domain. 

Forr each sub-leg n = l,...,Nc for each class c, the true rotations of̂ 'n, 
ii  = 1 . . .. 10 were calculated from the aspect angles 0n. Rotations are defined 
withh respect to the first aspect angle of the leg 0\, and so ac{n = 0. To simulate 
thee error on rotation estimates present in actual HRR measurements, artificially 
generatedd Gaussian noise was added to the true rotations, resulting in rotation 
'estimates'' «J'n. The standard deviation of the Gaussian noise was chosen to 
bee (Ja = 2 degrees, which corresponds to the estimated errors on rotation esti-
matess for the ORFEO data. 

4.5.2.. Filte r Performanc e Evaluatio n 

Fromm each sub-leg, phase measurements were extracted using the method de-
scribedd in section 4.4. Then, the filter described in section 4.3 was applied to the 
noisyy rotation estimates «J'n and the extracted phases. The resulting updated 
rotationn estimates are denoted by «f'n. 

Duee to the noise added to the measurements, it is possible that no tracks can 
bee established from the peaks extracted from the range profiles in the leg. In 
thatt case the algorithm has failed to provide improved rotation estimates, and 
thee 'new' rotation estimates «J,n are chosen to be equal to the original noisy 
estimatess or£n. 

Thee improvement factor v c n measures the performance of the filter for each 
sub-leg,, and is defined as 

y 2 00 / c,n _ üc>n\2 
yenyen = ^i=^ai <*i  >  ( 4 2 7) 

Notee that vc ,n = 1 if the algorithm has failed, since in that case ac
t'

n = ac
t'

n. 
Fromm the set of improvement factors vf,w, the mean v and standard deviation 

crv, , 

»» = 7 I 15F I vC'n' (4-28) 

c=ll  n=\ 
CC Nc 

ö-vv = ^ Z ^ I { v c ' n - v ) 2 , (4.29) 
c=ll  n =l 

weree determined. The value of v and crv was measured several times for differ-
entt values of the signal-to-noise ratio, ranging from -5 to 10 dB. 
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Figuree 4.3: Mean improvement factor v as a function of signal-to-noise ratio. The bars 

denotee the standard deviation cv. 

4.6.. Results 

Figuree 4.3 shows v and crv as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio. For low val-
uess of the signal-to-noise ratio no tracks can be established, and so the mean 
improvementt factor is 1. For signal-to-noise ratios higher than roughly -2 dB, 
thee algorithm is able to find enough tracks, and the improvement factor de-
creasess until it reaches values of about 0.4, after which it remains constant. 

4.7.. Conclusions 

Thiss chapter introduced a method for increasing the accuracy of aircraft ro-
tationn estimates obtained from tracking data. On the basis of a point scatter 
modell  a filter was developed, which uses a combination of the original rotation 
estimatess and phase information extracted from range profiles to update the 
rotationn estimates. 

Too extract the necessary phase information from the range profiles an ex-
tensivee feature extraction method was developed. First, tracks of amplitude 
peakss were detected using a simple yet effective tracking algorithm originally 
describedd in [49]. From these tracks phase sequences were extracted, which 
weree subsequently corrected for the effects of translational and rotational range 
migration. . 

Sincee no ground truth on aspect angles are available for the range profiles 

iL_ _ 
TT • • 

r*%#*^« 00
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measuredd during the ORFEO campaign, the experiments were necessarily re-
strictedd to simulated profiles. However, the effects of measurement noise and 
translationall  range migration were artificially added to the simulated range pro-
files,, and so the resulting data set is similar to actual HRR measurements. 

Too evaluate the performance of the filter, an improvement ratio v was intro-
duced.. It has been shown that the filter does indeed improve aircraft rotation 
estimatess (typically v w 0.4), provided that the signal-to-noise ratio is suffi-
cientlyy high (larger than -2 dB). For smaller signal-to-noise ratios, the algorithm 
failss to provide more accurate rotation estimates, resulting in an improvement 
factorr of 1. 

Althoughh these are promising results, a definitive answer on the applicability 
off  this method on actual measured range profiles does require further testing. 




